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INTRODUCTION
Let p be an odd prime number. We are interested in studying cohomol-
 .ogy rings H* G; F for sporadic simple groups G whose Sylow p-sub-p
groups are isomorphic to the extra special p-group E s p1q2 of order p3q
and of exponent p. As examples G s J for p s 3, 11 and G s Th for4
 .  .p s 5. Of course H* G; F is a subalgebra of H* E, F . They arep p
theoretically computable by the Cartan]Eilenberg stable elements theo-
w x  .rem. Indeed Milgram and Tezuka M-T decided H* M ; F by comput-12 3
ing stable elements.
 .However the ring structure of H* E; F is very complicated and wasp
w xfirst written explicitly after 1990 by Leary Ly1, Ly3 and by Milgram and
w x  .  .Tezuka M-T for p s 3 , while that of the integral cohomology H* E
w xwas given in 1968 by Lewis Lw . So it seems quite hard and tedious to
 .compute H* G; F directly.p
 . even .In this paper, we will compute H* G; F by studying its H G -p  p.
 .module structure. Integral cohomologies H* G were first studied by p.
w x w xC. B. Thomas Th1 and by Green G1 . In particular, Green showed that
’ ’ . w xH* J r 0 ( Zr3 D , D , the Dickson algebra of rank s 2, where 04 3. 1 2
w xis the nilradical. Motivated by this work, Tezuka and Yagita T-Y2
even .computed H G for all sporadic simple groups whose Sylow p-sub- p.
 .groups are E. There are a few at most 3 G-conjugacy classes of maximal
even’  .elementary abelian p-groups in E, and 0 in H E is quite small.
even .Hence it seemed more easy to compute H G using Quillen's p.
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’w xtheorem Q that 0 contains the intersection of kernels of restriction
maps to G-conjugacy classes of elementary abelian p-subgroups.
On the other hand, for such groups G, the Brown]Peterson cohomology
 . w xBP* BG is generated by even dimensional elements Y . The Atiyah]
Hirzebruch spectral sequence
EU ,U s H* G m BP* « BP* BG .  .2
has only nonzero differential d s ¨ m Q with Q the Milnor primi-2 py1 1 1 1
U ,U U ,U  .tive operation, and E ( E ( grBP* BG . Hence we see that2 p `
¨y1 m d s Q : H odd G ª H even G .  . .  .p p1 2 py1 1
odd . even .is injective. The odd degree part H E is generated as an H E -
3 .  .module by two elements a , a in H E and Q a s y ¨ where y , ¨ are1 2 1 i i i
even .ring generators in H E of degree 2 and 2 p, respectively. Therefore we
can prove
H odd G ( Ideal y ¨ , y ¨ l H even G in H even E . .  .  .  . .  . .p p1 2
even .We can easily compute the right hand side module when H G is
 .explicitly known. Thus we know H* G for all sporadic simple groups G p.
even .with Sylow p-subgroup E. Note that the subring structures H G in p.
even .  .  .H E decide that of H* G in H* E . p.
 .  .Since H* G is higher p-torsion for ) ) 0, it is immediate that p.
 .  . y1  .H* G; F ( H* G rp [ ­ H* G where ­ is the connecting homomor-p p
 . q1 .  .phism H* G; F ª H* G and H* G is the kernel of multiplicationp p
by p. We only need to check the condition of stable elements for ­y1 of
 .ring generators of H* G . p.
 .  .The outer automorphism group Out E ( GL F . Let T be the diago-2 p
 .nal subgroup of GL F and E : T be the semidirect product. We are2 p
interested in groups G containing this E : T. For example, consider the
 .  .T py1case G s E : T. The cohomology H* G ( H* E contains Y s y , p. i i
V s ¨ py1 since the actions in T are given by multiplying elements in FU.p
w x even . w x 4Moreover we known that Zrp Y , V ; H G rp, hence Zrp Y , V ai i y i
odd . y1 .  . py2 w x 4; H G rp with a s Q Y V s y ¨ a where Zrp b a meansy i 1 i i i
w x y1the Zrp b -free module generated by a. Moreover we can take V 9 s ­ V
such that
Q V 9 s Y V modulo annihilator of Y , .  .1 i i
that is, Y V 9 s Y a and Y XV 9 s Y Xa with ­y1 Y s Y X. Thus we can seei i y i i i y i i i
w x X X w x 4Zrp Y m L Y , V 9 [ Zrp a , a m Zrp V ; H* G; F . .  . .i i y i y i p
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 .Using the above arguments, we can compute H* G; F for all sporadicp
simple groups such that E : T ; G. For example, there is an element B in
2 py2 . 2H E such that Y Y s Y B s B , and1 2 i
 4H* M ; F ( A Y V q Y V [ A B [ Zrp 1 m L V 9 .  .  .  . .24 3 1 2
X X w x 4[Zr3 a q a , a q a m Zr3 V ,.y1 y2 y1 y2
 .  w x  ..q w x 4  .where A c s Zr3 c m L c9 s Zr3 c c, c9 with ­ c9 s c. This co-
w x w xhomology has been studied also by Thomas Th2 , Green G2 , and
w xMilgram and Tezuka M-T . We also note that for these cases, the subring
even . even .  .structures of H G in H E decide that of H* G; F in p. p
 .H* E; F .p
The referee corrected many errors in the first version of this paper. In
 .particular, the definition for 1.10 and expressions for Theorem 5.6 and
 .6.7 are due to him. The author thanks the referee very much for his
kindness.
1. COHOMOLOGY OF THE EXTRA SPECIAL
p-GROUP E s p1q2q
Let f : R ª R be a map between Noetherian rings. Recall that f is1 2 ’F y isomorphic if f is injective modulo 0 and for all x g R , there is an2
p m  . w xm such that x g Im f . The main theorem of Q is;
 w x.THEOREM 1.1 Quillen Q . The induced map from restriction
H even G; F ª Lim inv. H even A; F .  .p Ag IE p
is an F y isomorphism, where IE is a set of complete representati¨ es of
conjugacy classes of elementary abelian p-subgroups of G.
When rank G s 2, the kernel of the restriction mapp
H even G ª Lim inv H even A .  . .p
AgI
even 2’   . .is just 0 because H A s Zrp has no nonzero nilpotent element.
Now we recall that the extraspecial p-group E s p1q2 has a presenta-q
tion
 p p p :w x w x w xE s a, b , c N a, b s c, a s b s c s a, c s b , c s 1 1.2 .
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and that the cohomology of E is given as follows, which was first computed
w xby Lewis Lw, Ly2 ,
even Ä p pw xH E ( Zrp y , y r y y y y y [ Zrp b , . . . , b 4 .  . /1 2 1 1 2 1 py22
Ä 2 w xm Zrp ¨
odd w x p p 4H E ( Zrp y , y , ¨ a , a r y a y y a , y a y y a , 1.3 .  . .1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
Ä w x w x  . w x 4 w xwhere Zrp y s Z y r pz , Zrp y a is the Zr y -free module gener-
< < < < < <ated by a, and the degrees are given by y s 2, b s 2 j q 2, ¨ s 2 p,i j
< <a s 3. Moreover the multiplication is given byi
y b s a b s b b s 0 for i s 1, 2, 0 - k - p y 2, 0 - j - p y 1i k i k k j
py1py1 py1 2y b s y y , a b s a y , i / j, b s y y .i py2 i j i py2 i j py2 1 2
a a s b for p ) 3, a a s 3¨ for p s 3. 1.4 .1 2 2 1 2
 w x w x .For the complete description of the product, see Lw , Ly2 .
Then it is immediate
odd’ w xnilradical 0 ( Zrp ¨ b , . . . , b , p¨ [ H E 4  .1 py3
p p’ w x w xH* E r 0 ( Zrp y , y r y y y y y [ Zrp b m Zrp ¨ . 4 .  . .1 2 1 2 1 2 py2
1.5 .
There are exactly p q 1 maximal elementary abelian p-groups in E.
Throughout this paper, we denote them as
 l :  :A s ab , c , 0 O l O p y 1, A s b , c 1.6 .l `
 . Here we write the restriction images to A of generators in H* E seel
w x .  . w x  . < <Ly2 for details . Let us write H* A s Zrp y , u m L a , with u sl l l
< < < <  .y s 2, a s 3, where L a is the exterior algebra over F generated byl l p
a. Then we have
la l g F .l y , a ªy , y ª a , a ª l pl 1l 2 l 2y ª1   y l0 0 a l s ` .l
¨ ª u p y y py1u , b ª 0 for 0 - k O p y 3 , .l k
y py1 l / 0, ` .lb ª 1.7 .py2  0 l s 0, ` . .
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 .From Quillen's theorem, or the above 1.7 , we have
even . <  .LEMMA 1.8. Suppose x g H E satisfies x H* A s 0 for all l gl
 4 w x < <F j `. Then x g Zrp b , . . . , b , p¨ m Zrp ¨ . In particular, if x sp 1 py3
"2 mod 2 p, then x s 0.
 .Now we recall the Milnor primitive operator Q in H* y; F , i.e.,n p
Q s P p nQ y Q P p n, Q s b. The following lemma is immediate fromnq1 n n 0
w xProposition 8 in Ly3 ; however, we prove it by using Lemma 1.8.
 .LEMMA 1.9. Q a s y ¨ in H* E; F .1 i i p
Proof. We prove the case i s 1, and the case i s 2 is proved similarly.
 . w x  .  .Let us write H* A ; F s Zrp y , u m L x , z with B x s y andl p l l l l
 .B z s u. The restriction images are given by
< <a A s y z y ux for l g F and a A s 0,1 l l l p 1 `
since the Bockstein image is zero. Hence
< p p <Q a A s y Q z y uQ x s y u y uy s y ¨ A . .  .  .1 1 l l 1 1 l l l 1 l
 .  .  .Since the Bockstein image of Q a is zero, we know Q a g H* E ,1 1 1 1’ .integral cohomology. Therefore Q a y y ¨ g 0 , and s 0 from Lemma1 1 1
1.8. Q.E.D.
odd . odd . odd .Since pH E s 0, the reduced map j: H E ª H E; F isp
injective. Define
Q s y­ P1 j: H odd E ª H even E , .  .1
odd . even .where ­ : H E; F ª H E is the connecting homomorphism sop
that j­ s b. Then the following diagram commutes




Q1odd even6 .  .H E; F H E; F .p p
1.10 .
 .From 1.3 and Lemma 1.9, we easily see that;
w x odd . even .LEMMA 1.11 Y . The map Q : H E ª H E is injecti¨ e.1
odd .  .  .Proof. If 0 / x g H E , then x s f y , y , ¨ a q g y , ¨ a with1 2 1 2 2
 p py1 .  .f f Ideal y y y y or g / 0. Thus Q x s fy q gy ¨ / 0 since2 1 2 1 1 2
 p py1 .fy f Ideal y y y y or gy / 0. Q.E.D.1 2 1 2 2
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odd .   . even ..COROLLARY 1.12. H E ( Ideal y ¨ , y ¨ in H E .1 2
odd . <COROLLARY 1.13. For x g H E , if x A s 0 for all l g F j `,l p
then x s 0.
’ < .  . <  .Proof. Since Q x A s Q x A s 0, we get Q x g 0 s1 l 1 l 1
 4 w xZrp b , . . . , b , p¨ m Zrp ¨ but the intersection of the last module1 py3
 .and Image Q is just zero. Q.E.D.1
2. ODD DEGREE COHOMOLOGY OF GROUPS G WITH
A SYLOW SUBGROUP E
Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G of index prime to p.
 .Given double coset decomposition G s jHx H, an element a g H* Hi
is said to be stable if for each x ,i
< x i U < x i
y1
a H l H s x a H l H , 2.1 . .i
where x* is the map induced by the adjoint for x, and H x s xy1Hx.
 w x.  .THEOREM 2.2 Cartan and Eilenberg C-E . An element a g H* H is
  .  ..stable if and only if a g Im res H* G ª H* H .
 .Now suppose that G has a Sylow p-subgroup E. Since H* G is a p.
 .  .subalgebra of H* E , Lemma 1.11 also holds for H* G , namely, the p.
odd . even .map Q : H G ª H G is injective. Moreover we have1  p.  p.
THEOREM 2.3. Let G ha¨e a Sylow p-subgroup E. Then
H odd G ( J s H even G l J .  . .  . .p pG
with J s Ideal y ¨ , y ¨ in H even E . .  .1 2
 .  .Proof. Let a g J . Since a g H* G is a stable element, 2.1 holdsG  p.
for H s E. Here we note H l H x ( E, Zrp = Zrp, Zrp or 0. So we see
< odd x.that Q H H l H is an injective. Since a g J, we can take b g1
odd .  .H E such that Q b s a from Corollary 1.12. By the injectivity and1
 .the naturality of Q , we see 2.1 for b, namely, b is a stable element. That1
 .is, b g H* G . Q.E.D. p.
 .The injectivity Lemma 1.11 and the definition 1.10 were first found in
 .  .study for BP* E . Here BP* y is the Brown]Peterson cohomology with
w xthe coefficient ring Z ¨ , ¨ , . . . . Consider the Atiyah]Birzebruch spec- p. 1 2
tral sequence
EU ,U ( H* G m BP* « BP* BG . .  .2
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< even .  .Define Q H G s 0. Then the first differential is d x s ¨ m1 2 py1 1
 .Q x . Hence, by Lemma 1.11, we know1
EU ,U ( BP*H even G rJ [ BP*r p , ¨ m J . .  .2 p G 1 G
This is generated by even degree elements, and hence EU ,U ( EU ,U.2 `
w xTHEOREM 2.4 Y . Let G ha¨e a Sylow p-subgroup E. Then
grBP* BG ( BP* m H even G rJ [ BP*r p , ¨ m J . .  .  .G 1 G
Ä .  .Let K n * y be the integral Morava K-theory with the coefficient ring
Ä y1 . w xK n * s Z ¨ , ¨ . Consider the Atiyah]Hirzebruch spectral sequence p. n n
U ,U Ä ÄE s H* G m K n * « K n * G . .  .  .  .2
y1 odd . even .nDefine Q s ¨ m d : H G ª H G . Then Q satisfiesn n 2 p y1  p.  p. n
 .  . p n p n  .2 .1.10 also for n ) 1. Since Q yz y ux s yu y uy in H* Zrp ; F ,n p
we can prove
Q a s y ¨ p ny 1 q Y p ny 1¨ p ny 2 q Y p ny 1qp ny 2¨ p ny 3 q ??? qY p ny 1q ??? qp¨ .  .n 1 1 1 1 1
with Y s y py1.1 1
odd . even .Hence we see that Q : H G ª H G is also injective.n  p.  p.
THEOREM 2.5. Let G ha¨e a Sylow p-subgroup E. Then
Ä Ä evengrK n * BG ( K n * m H G rJ .  .  .  . G n
  .  .. even .with J s Ideal Q a , Q a l H G .G n n 1 n 2  p.
Remark 2.6. This theorem does not hold for usual Morava K-theory,
Ä .  .  .  .since pa s ¨ b in K n * y with deg Fil a - deg Fil b means b s 0 in1
 .  .K n * y .
Remark 2.7. The statements in Theorems 2.3]2.5 also hold for all
other extra special p-groups of order p3, the dihedral group D , the8
quaternion Q for p s 2, and M s p1q2 the group of exponent p2 for8 y
p P 3.
 .3. COHOMOLOGY OF SUBGROUPS OF GL F3 p
From the Cartan]Eilenberg stable elements theorem if G is isomorphic
 .  .to a semidirect product H : K for K ; Out9 H subset of Out H s
 .  .  .  .Aut H rInn H of order prim to p, then H* G ( H* H : K ( p.  p.
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 .K  .  .H* H . Given a matrix A g GL F , we can define A* g Out E by p. 2 p
 .  .  .A*a, A*b s a, b A and A*c s det A c. Moreover this induces the
 .  .  .isomorphism GL F ( Out F . Let T be the subgroup of GL F2 p 2 p
 .generated by diagonal matrices. Note that T ; Out9 E . We first study
 .T  .H* E . The action t* for t s diag l , l is given by1 2
y ª l y , a ª l l l ai i i i i 1 2 i
p iq1¨ ª l l ¨ , b ª l l b . 3.1 .  .  .1 2 i 1 2 i
Hence we get
w x even .T even .THEOREM 3.2 T-Y1 . H E ( H E : T is additi¨ ely isomor- p.
phic to
q 2Ä Äw x w x w x w x 4Zrp Y [ Zrp Y [ Zrp B B , W [ Zrp N m Zrp V , 4 /1 2 i j
where Y s y py1, V s ¨ py1, B s b , andi i py2
ipyjy2 py1yiN s b ¨ , 1 O j O p y 3, W s y y ¨ , 1 O i O p y 2, .j j i 1 2
w xq w xand where Zrp y is the positi¨ e degree parts of Zrp y and the multipli-
cations are gi¨ en by Y Y s Y B s Y B s B2, BW s Y W s Y W , BN s1 2 1 2 i 1 i 2 i j
Y N s 0.i j
w x odd .COROLLARY 3.3 T-Y1 . H E : T is isomorphic to p.
w x w x w x w x 4  4  4Zrp Y a [ Zrp Y a [ Zrp B a , a m Zrp V .1 y1 2 y2 B W i
 . py2 iy1 i py2yiwith a s y ¨ a , a s Ba , a s y y ¨ a .y i i i B y1 W i 1 2 1
 . even .Proof. The ideal J s Ideal y ¨ , y ¨ l H E : T is generated byG 1 2
2 even . y1 .Y V, B V, and W as a H E : T -module. Since Q Y V s a ,i i 1 i y i
y1 2 . y1 .Q B V s a , and Q W s a , we get the corollary from Theorem1 B 1 i W i
2.3. Q.E.D.
Remark 3.4. Of course the above corollary is proved by computing
odd .T odd .H E as the following. Each element of H E is expressed by a
sum of
y i y j¨ ka , y i ¨ ka , 0 O j O p y 1.1 2 1 2 2
 .  .Acting by t s diag l , l , the first resp. last term is multiplied by1 2
iqkq2 jqkq1  kq1 iqkq2 .l l resp. l l . Hence if the term is invariant under t*,1 2 1 2
then
i q k q 2 s 0, j q k q 1 s 0 mod p y 1
resp. k q 1 s 0, i q k q 2 s 0 mod p y 1 . .
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Hence y py3yk y py2yk ¨ ka s a , y py2 ¨ py2a and y py2 ¨ py2a1 2 1 w py2yk . 1 1 2 2
odd .T even .T  w x.generate H E as a H E -module see T-Y1 .
2  .Next consider the cohomology of the parabolic group F : GL F .p 2 p
2 2  4Denote this group by Pal. Identify the subgroups F : U and F : 1 with Ep p
and A , respectively. Then we see that`
0 1Pal s TE j TEw TE for w s` `  /y1 0
and Ew` l E s A . Hence by the Cartan]Eilenberg stable elements theo-`
rem,
wT Uy1 `H* Pal ( H* E l i H* A .  .  . .p ` `
 .T G L F*y1 2 p( H* E l i H* A . .  .` `
w xG L2Fp.It is well known that the invariant Zrp y , u is generated by two2
 .elements Dickson elements
p < p py1.  py1. py1. py1 p py1.Y q V A s y q y u q ??? qu ,2 ` 2 2
py1p p<Y V A s y u y y u . .2 ` 2 2
Thus we can prove;
w xTHEOREM 3.6 T-Y1 . There are additi¨ e isomorphisms
even Ä q .  .  w x w x w x 41 H Pal ( Zrp Y [ Zrp Y V [ Zrp B B, W [ p. 1 2 i
Ä 2 p 4. w xZrp N m Zrp Y q Vj 2
 . odd .  w x 4 w x 42 H Pal ( Zrp Y a [ Zrp Y V a [ p. 1 y1 2 y2
w x 4. w p xZrp B a , a m Zrp Y q V .B W i 2
 . 2Proof of 2 . The ideal J is generated by Y V, B V, W . Q.E.D.G i i
  ..Now we study the cohomology of H* GL F . By the Bruhat3 p  p.
decomposition and the Cartan]Eilenberg stable elements theorem, we can
prove
wUy1 0H* PGL F ( H* GL F ( H* Pal l i H* A . .  . .  . .  .3 p 3 p 0 0 .  .p p
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w xTHEOREM 3.7 T-Y1 . There are isomorphisms
H even GL F . .3 p  .p
qÄ w x w x w x  4( Zrp Y V [ Zrp Y V [ Zrp B B , W [ Zrp N 4 /1 2 i j
2 p pÄm Zrp Y q Y q V1 2
H odd GL F . .3 p  .p
w x w x w x 4  4  4( Zrp Y V a [ Zrp Y V a [ Zrp B a , a .1 y1 2 y2 B W i
p pm Zrp Y q Y q V .1 2
Similarly, we get:
w xTHEOREM 3.8 T-Y2 . There are isomorphisms
even Ä w x  4H PGL F : Zr2 ( Zrp Y q Y V [ Z B B , W . . . 3 p 1 2 2 i
2 p pÄ[Zrp N m Zrp Y q Y q V . 4 /j 1 2
odd  4H PGL F : Zr2 ( Zrp Y q Y V a q a . .  .3 p 1 2 y1 y2
p pw x  4[Zrp B a , a m Zrp Y q Y q V ..B W 2 i 1 2
4. UNIVERSAL STABLE ELEMENTS
 w xFor ease of notation, let us write C s Y q Y y B see Leary Ly2 for1 2
 . .C s c , the p y 1 -st Chern class of some representation . Then it ispy1
< py1  .OutE .immediate C A s y for all l g F j `. Hence C g H* E .l l p
Then we can prove;
w xTHEOREM 4.1 T-Y2 . There are isomorphisms
even OutE . Ä Ä 2 .  .  w x  4. w x1 H E ( Zrp C [ Zrp N m Zrp V .j
 . odd .OutE . w x 42 H E ( Zrp C, V Y a q Y a y a .1 y1 2 y2 B
 .  .OutProof of 2 . The invariant ring H* E is not necessarily the coho-
odd .Out even .Outmology of any group. However, we can prove H E s H E
l J s J by the arguments similar to the proof of Theorem 4.3, since theOut
operation Q is natural. The ideal J is generated by C 2V. Since1 Out
y1 2 .  .Q C V s Y a q Y a y a , we can prove 2 . Q.E.D.1 1 y1 2 y2 B
 .outE . pDefine elements in H* E by D s C q V, D s CV. Therefore1 2
< <D A and D A are Dickson elements for all l g F j `.1 l 2 l p
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w xOn the other hand, given p-group P, Evens and Priddy E-P defined
the ring of universal stable elements by
I P s F Im res H* G ª H* P , .  .  . .G
where G runs all finite groups with P as a Sylow p-subgroup. In general,
 .  .there does not exist a finite group G such that H* G ( I P . However, p.
 .odd  .evenwe easily see that I E ( I E l J. We can prove;
w xTHEOREM 4.3 T-Y2 . There are isomorphisms
even Ä Ä 2 .  .  w x  4. w x1 I E ( Zrp D [ Zrp N m Zrp D2 j 1
 .  .odd w x  .42 I E ( Zrp D , D V Y a q Y a y a .1 2 1 y1 2 y2 B
 .  .2Proof of 2 . The ideal is generated by CV s D for this case.2
Q.E.D.
5. SPORADIC SIMPLE GROUPS
There are 17 cases of sporadic simple groups and primes, which have a
1q2  . w xSylow p-subgroup isomorphic to E s p . All are listed in 4.1 of T-Y2 .q
Their cohomology may be computed by the following theorem.
w xTHEOREM 5.1 T-Y2 . For a sporadic simple group G which has a Sylow
p-subgroup isomorphic to E, there is an isomorphism
 .  .W E W AUy1G GH* G ( H* E l F i H* A , .  .  . .p A A
where A ranges o¨er a set of complete representati¨ es of G-conjugacy classes of
 .2p-pure subgroups isomorphic to Zrp .
Here we say that a subgroup A is p-pure if all non-trivial elements of
order p in A are conjugate in G. Of course, odd degree parts also can be
w xcomputed from Theorem 5.1. However in T-Y2 , even degree parts are
only computed, because they seemed to be easier from Quillen's theorem.
In this section, we study also the odd degree parts by using Theorem 2.3.
w xTHEOREM 5.2 T-Y2 . Suppose that there is just one G-conjugacy class of
 .2subgroups isomorphic to Zrp and it is a p-pure subgroup. Then the
sporadic groups are G s J . Ru for p s 3 and G s Th for p s 5. These cases4
 .  .hold H* G ( I E . p.
w xTHEOREM 5.3 T-Y2 . Suppose that there are just two G-conjugacy clas-
 .2ses of subgroups isomorphic to Zrp , and one is a p-pure subgroup and
the other is a non-p-pure subgroup. Then G s M .He for p s 3, G s24
 .Ru for p s 5, M for p s 13. These cohomologies are H* G ( p.
  . .H* PGL F : Zr2 .3 p  p.
w x  .   ..THEOREM 5.4 M-T . H* M ( H* GL F .12 3. 3 3 3.
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For other groups G with p-pure subgroups, the cohomology seems quite
complicated to write explicitly. Hence we give here only the ring genera-
tors.
 w x.  . even .THEOREM 5.5 Leary Ly1 . 1 H He is multiplicati¨ ely gener-7.
ated by
y3 q y3 , B q y3 y3 , ¨y2 y2 y6 y y6 , ¨ 2 y y , ¨ 3 y3 y y3 , N , D . 4 .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 j 1
 . odd . even .2 H He is generated as an H He -module by7. 7.
¨ 5 y2a q y2 a , y2 y2 y5a y y5 a , ¨y a , ¨ 2 y2a y y2 a . 4 .  .  .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2
w x  . even X .THEOREM 5.6 T-Y2 . 1 H F is multiplicati¨ ely generated by24 7.
23 3 3 3 2 2 6 6 2 3 6 6y q y , B q y y , ¨y y y y y , ¨ y y , ¨ y y y , N , D . .  .  . 51 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 j 1
 . odd X . even X .2 H F is generated as an H F -module by24 7. 24 7.
y3 q y3 ¨ 5 y2a q y2 a , y3 q y3 y2 y2 y2a y y2 a , ¨y a ,  .  .  .  .1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1
y3 q y3 ¨ 2 y2a y y2 a .4 .  .1 2 1 1 2 2
w x  . even .THEOREM 5.7 T-Y2 . 1 H O9N is multiplicati¨ ely generated by7.
y2 q y2 ¨ 2 , y y3 y y3 y ¨ , y y5 y y5 y ¨ 3 , y2 y2 ¨ 4 ,  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
2 B y y4 y2 y y2 y4 , N , D .41 2 1 2 j 1
 . odd . even .2 H O9N is generated as an H O9N -module by7.
y a q y a ¨ , y3 a y y3a , y5 a y y5a ¨ 2 , a . . 4 .1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 W 2
Last in this section, we consider the cases where G has no p pure
 .  .NGE .subgroup. From Theorem 5.1, we know that H* G ( H* E for p.
these cases.
w xTHEOREM 5.8 T-Y2 . There are isomorphisms
even Ä Ä .  . w x w x w x 41 H HJ ( Zr3 C m Zr9 V [ Zr3 C, V c with c s3.
 . 2 2Y y Y y y y ¨ and c s C V.1 2 1 2
 . odd . w x 4 42 H HJ ( Zr3 C, V 1, c a y a y a .3. y1 y2 W 1
w x  . even .THEOREM 5.9 T-Y2 . 1 The cohomology H HS is multiplica-5.
ti¨ ely generated by elements
C , B , V , y4 q 3 y4 ¨ , y4 y y4 ¨ 2 , y4 q 2 y4 ¨ 3 , y , y ¨ . 4 .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 . odd . even .2 H HS is generated as an H HS -module by5. 5.
a q a , y3a q 3 y3 a , y3a y y3 a ¨ , y3a q 2 y3 a ¨ 2 , y a . 4 .  .y1 y2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1
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w xTHEOREM 5.10 T-Y2 . There are isomorphisms
 .out Eeven even Ä Äw x w xH Co ( H E ( Zr5 C [ Zr5 N m Zr25 V 4 .  . .  /52 j
even Ä Äw x w x 4H Co ( Zr5 C 1, z [ Zr5 N m Zr25 V 4 .  .  /53 4 j
even Ä X Äw x w x 4H McL , Zr5 C 1, z , z , z [ Zr5 N m Zr25 V , 1 4 .  . .5  /4 6 6 j
where
z s y6 q 3 y6 y y4 y2 q 2 y2 y4 q 3 y3 y3 ¨ 3 .  . .6 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
zX s y6 q 2 y6 q 3 y5 y q y y5 ¨ . .6 1 2 1 2 1 2
z s y4 q 2 y3 y q 4 y y3 y y4 ¨ 2 .4 1 1 2 1 2 2
odd w x  4H Co s Zr5 C , V a .  .52 c
odd w x  4H Co s Zr5 C , V a , a .  .53 c z4
odd w x  4H McL ( Zr5 C , V a , a , a , a , 2 .  . .5 c z4 z6 z69
y1 .where a s Y a q Y a y a , a s Q z .c 1 y1 2 y2 B z i 1 i
 .The cohomology H* J is decided by Green.4 11.
 w x.THEOREM 5.11 Green G1 . There are isomorphisms
even Ä 2w xH J + Zr11 C 1, z , z , z , z z .  4 .114 6 6 8 6 8
Ä 2 w x 4[Zr11 N m Zr11 V , 1 ..5
where
z s y6 y 2 y5 y y 5 y4 y2 y 5 y2 y4 q 2 y y5 q y6 ¨ 2 .6 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2
z s y8 q y7 y y 4 y6 y2 q 4 y5 y3 y 4 y3 y5 y 4 y2 y6 y y y7 q y8 ¨ 6 , .8 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2
odd w x  4H J + Zr11 C , V a , a , z a , a , z a . 2 .  . .114 c z6 6 z6 z8 6 z8
6. F -COEFFICIENT COHOMOLOGY OF Ep
 . 2Since all elements in H* G are p -torsion, we can write p.
H* G; F ( H* G rp [ ­y1 H* G 6.1 .  .  . .p p
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where ­y1 is the inverse of the connecting homomorphism. We recall the
integral cohomology of E, at first. For each variable c, define a
w xZrp y , y -module by1 2
w x p p 4y c s Zrp y , y c , c r y c y y c , y c y y c . .  .1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
Then we can write
even w x 4H E rp ( y y [ N [ Zrp 1, B m Zrp ¨ , .  . .
odd w xH E ( y a m Zrp ¨ , .  .
 4 even .where N s Zrp b , . . . , b is the nilpotent parts in H E rp. Thus1 py3
 .from 6.1 , it is immediate
 w x .LEMMA 6.2. There is an additi¨ e not e¨en a Zrp y , y -module iso-1 2
morphism
 4H* E; F ( y y [ N [ Zrp 1, B [ y a [ y y9 [ N9 .  .  . .p
w x 4[Zrp ¨ 9, B9 [ y a9 m Zrp ¨ , . .
where the dash of ¨ariables means the in¨erse of ­ , e. g., the usual Bockstein
 .B c9 s c if c / ¨ .
 .Let us write y9 by x, i.e., B x s y as usual. The multiplicativei i
 . w xstructure of H* E, F is given Ly3, T-M . That is quite complicated. Sop
we explain here how to define each element and to get relations for
w x.complete arguments and results see Ly3 .
X X The elements b for 1 O i O p y 1 may be defined by b s Cor A ;i i 0
. i. w x  .  : .  .E zu where Zrp u m z ( H* c ; F ; H* A ; F . Using the dou-p 0 p
ble coset formula, we have
X <b A s 0 for all l g F j `, 1 O i O p y 3i l p
0 0, l / 0X X< <b A s b A spy2 py2 py1py2 l py1 l yy x y x u y y z , l s 0.l l l l l
6.3 .
Take B9 s bX q y py1 x and ¨ 9 s ybX q y py2a such thatpy2 1 1 py1 2 2
0, l s 0, `
<B9 A s py2l  y x , l / 0, `l l
< py2 py1¨ 9 A s yy x u q y z for all l g F j `. 6.4 .l l l l p
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 . <LEMMA 6.5. If x g H* E; F satisfies x A s 0 for all l g F j `,p l p
 . w xthen x g N [ N9 m Zrp ¨ .
odd .  . <  < .  .Proof. Let x g H E; F . Then B x A s B x A s 0. So B xp l l
w x X s  .g N m Zrp ¨ . Therefore x s b ¨ q c with b c s 0. Hence c gi
odd . w x 4 s odd .H E [ Zrp ¨ ¨ 9 . Suppose that c s ¨ 9¨ q e with e g H E .
<  py2  py3 py3Then c A s 0 means e s l y a q l y y q ??? ql y y ql 1 1 1 2 1 2 py2 1 2
py2 . . sl y a ¨ . But this implies a contradiction when we consider restric-py1 2 2
odd .  . <tions to A , for all l g F j `. Thus c s e g H E . Since Q c A sl p 1 l
 < .  . even .Q c A s 0, we get Q c s 0 and so c s 0. The case x g H E; F1 l 1 p
is also proved by using Corollary 1.13 twice. Q.E.D.
For p P 5, we can prove that restriction maps to A are given byl
l x z l g F , .x z l pX Xl l< <a A s a A s 6.6 .1 l 2 l 0 x z l s ` . .l
When p s 3, by using argument cochain complexes or the Massey prod-
 w x.uct, Leary and Milgram and Tezuka proved 3.3 in M-T that
l x z y l2 y l g F .x z q l y l l pX Xl l< <a A s a A s 6.7 .1 l 2 l 0 x z l s ` . .l
 .  .  . From 6.3 ] 6.7 , we can deduce all multiple relations in H* E; F . Seep
w x .Ly3 for details. However, we note here only one important relation.
 .LEMMA 6.8. Q ¨ 9 s C¨ .1
 .Proof. From 6.4 , we can compute
py2Q ¨ 9 A s y Q yx u q y z .  .1 l l 1 l l
s y py2 yy pu q y u p s Y ¨ for all l g F j `. .l l l l p
Hence from Lemma 6.5 and the dimensional reason, we have the lemma.
Q.E.D.
7. F -COEFFICIENT COHOMOLOGY OF G WITH Ap
SYLOW p-SUBGROUP E
 .In this section, we write H* G; F explicitly when E: T ; G. At first,p
we consider the case G s E : T.
 . y1 even .LEMMA 7.1. 1 ­ H E : T is isomorphic to the submodulep
w x X w x X w x X X 4  4  4Zrp Y Y [ Zrp Y Y [ Zrp B B9, W [ Zrp V 9, N 4 .1 1 2 2 i j
w xm Zrp V ,
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where Y X s y py2 x , V 9 s ¨ py2 ¨ 9, andi i i
N X s bX ¨ py jy2 , 1 F j F p y 3, W X s y iy1 x y i ¨ py1yi , 1 O i O p y 2;j j i 1 1 2
 . y1 odd .2 ­ H E : T is isomorphic to the submodule p.
w x X w x X w x X X w x 4  4  4Zrp Y a [ Zrp Y a [ Zrp B a , a m Zrp V .1 y1 2 y2 B W i
X  . py2 X X X iy1 i py2yi Xwith a s y ¨ a , a s B9V 9, a s y y ¨ a .y i i i B W i 1 2 1
Proof. Each generator c9 is invariant under T. Hence from Theorem
3.3 and Corollary 3.4, we have the lemma. Q.E.D.
 .LEMMA 7.2. The following product properties hold in H* E : T ; Fp
 .  4 X X X1 Y , B, W N s 0, Y Y s Y B9 s Y B s BB9i K j i j i i
 .2 Y V 9 s Y a , W V 9 s ai i y i k w k
 . X X X X X X X3 a Y s Y a s Y V 9, a Y s a Y s Ba s a , a B9 sy i i i y i i y i j y j i y i B w k
X X X X X  even . .a B s a Y , W V 9 s a mod H E : T if p s 3 .w k w k i k w k
 .  . w x 4Proof. First note Ker b ( H* E : T [ Zrp V V 9 . Hence by the
 .  .dimensional reason, we see ker b s 0 in the case 1 , and we have
 .  . py2equations in 1 . For 2 , recall Lemma 6.8 and multiplying ¨ , we have
 .  .Q V 9 s CV s D . Then1 2
Q Y V 9 s Y 2V s Q Y a , .  .1 i i 1 i y i
 .  .so we have Y V 9 s Y a since B Y V 9 s 0 and Y V 9 g H* E : T . Thei i y i i i
 .  .other equation in 2 is proved similarly. For each equation x s 0 in 3 ,
 . even .we see that B x s 0. Hence we know x s 0 mod H E : T . When
 .  .p ) 3, from 6.3 ] 6.7 , we can easily check that x s 0 exactly. Q.E.D.
 .  .Remark 7.3. When p s 3, using 6.3 ] 6.7 , we can also compute the
 . X Xcases 3 in the above lemma, e.g., a Y s a Y q W B.y1 1 y1 1 1
 . w x 4  .For ease of notations, we write A b, c s Zrp b c, c9 and A b s
 .  w x  ..qA b, b s Zrp b m L b9 . Then from Lemma 7.1, Lemma 7.2, and
Theorem 3.2, we get;
 .THEOREM 7.4. H* E : T ; F is isomorphic top
 4A Y [ A Y [ A B [ A B , W [ Zrp 1 m L V 9 .  .  .  .  . . 1 2 i
X X X w x[Zrp a , a , a , a , N , N m Zrp V . 4 .y1 y1 y1 y2 i i
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Next consider the F -coefficient cohomology of Pal. Note thatp
py2 py2X < <a A s y¨ xz , V 9 A s y¨ b zx , .  .  .y2 ` `
py2XY V 9 A s Y V q Y V 9 A s y¨ Q xz .  .  .  .2 ` 2 2 ` 1
 .are all invariant under the group GL F . Thus we can prove2 p
 .THEOREM 7.5. H* Pal; F is isomorphic top
 4A Y [ A Y V [ A B [ A B , W [ Zrp 1 m L V 9 .  .  .  .  . . 2 2 i
X X X p[Zrp a , a , a , a , N , N m Zrp Y q V . 4 .y1 y1 y2 y2 i i 2
Similarly we can prove.
  . .THEOREM 7.6. H* GL F ; F is isomorphic to3 p p
 4A Y V [ A Y V [ A B [ A B , W [ Zrp 1 m L V 9 .  .  .  .  . . 1 2 i
X X X p p[Zrp a , a , a , a , N , N m Zrp Y q Y q V . 4 .y1 y1 y2 y2 i i 1 2
  . .THEOREM 7.7. H* PGL F : Zr2; F is isomorphic to3 p p
 4A Y q Y V [ A B [ A B , W [ Zrp 1 m L V 9 .  .  .  . . . 1 2 2 i
X X X p p[Zrp a q a , a q a , N , N m Zrp Y q Y q V . 4 .y1 y2 y1 y2 i i 1 2
 .outE .Last, we consider H* E; F and the ring of mod p universal stablep
 .   .  ..elements I E; F s F res H* G; F ª H* E; F .p G p p
LEMMA 7.8. C9 s Y X q Y X y B9 and aX s Y aX q Y aX y aX are in-1 2 c 1 y1 2 y2 B
 .¨ariant under the group Out E .
Proof. Note that
< py2C9 A s y x for all l g F j `.l l l p
 .  .  .  . XLet f g Out E and f A s A . Then f * y s j y and f * u s j u.l m m l
Thus
< < py2 py2f *C9 A s f * C9 A s f * y x s y x . .  .l m m m l l
w xHence f *C9 s C9 modulo N* m Zrp V . But by dimensional reason,
there is no nilpotent element. Hence we can prove C9 is invariant, and the
case aX is proved similarly. Q.E.D.c
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THEOREM 7.9.
 .Out E X w x 4  4H* E; F ( A C [ Z 1 m L V 9 [ Zrp N , N m Zrp V .  . . . .p i i
w x w x X 4( Zrp C , V m L C9, V 9 [ Zrp V N , N . . i i
Proof. It is easily proved from Lemma 7.7, Theorem 4.1, and CV 9 s a .c
C9V 9 s aX . Q.E.D.c
 . w x  X X . w x X4THEOREM 7.10. I E; F ( Zrp D , D m L D , D [ Z D N , Np 1 2 1 2 1 i i
with DX s V 9 and DX s C9V q CV 9.1 2
Proof. It is also immediate from DX D s Va , DX DX s VaX . Q.E.D.1 2 c 1 2 c
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